
AML- Anti Money Laundering Solution
LEADERS IN INNOVATION

RISKSECURE saves you hundreds of
hours every month and significantly
lowers your onboarding and ongoing
AML/CFT risk
Leading Companies rely on RISKSECURE to provide a single access point
for all internal and external data required to ensure their business
relationships operate with the same level of ethics as they do.
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Preparing you for every new
generationof financial crime
Manage all your AML/CFT, Watchlist, and Adverse Media risk from ONE

central solution

MODULES

PEP, Sanction,
WatchlistScreening

Screen your customers
against suspected terrorists,
money launderers, fraudsters,
Political Persons and global

watchlists.

SuspiciousActivity
Monitoring (SAM)

Detect money laundering and
strengthen your financial crime
defences. Comprehensive

coverage for all
money laundering red flags.

Workflow and
CaseManager

Optimize investigation
workflows and record
findings at every step of

the way with our
automated case

management toolkit.

AdverseMedia
Screening

Reduce risk and fast-track
your adverse media (Negative
News) with the world’s #1
source of Adverse Media
(Negative News) data.

100,000+ news sources for
Adverse Media in 22

categories.

Automated
CustomerRisk

Rating
Get a Low, Medium or High-risk
score of all your customer using
minimum data points for KYC,

AML and safer business

Knowledge and
Training

Our training incorporates
all aspects of AML/CFT to
satisfy the annual training

required by local
legislation
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Secure, cloud-hosted, fully risk-
basedandalignedwith the latest
Nigerian screening requirements
RISKSECURE intelligent automation connects your internal and external data
with a multi-layered screening solution that automatically screens your
customers for risks at each step of the relationship from onboarding to ongoing
and provides actionable intelligence and scoring at the click of a button.
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How it works

MinimizeRiskThrough fast,
AutomatedKYCScreening
Conduct thorough screening in accordance with OFAC compliance, Nigeria
CentralBankAMLguidelinesand theFourth EUAnti-Money Laundering
Directive by automatically screening your customers against global coverage of
publicly available Sanctions lists, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) and
Prominent Influential Persons (PIPs)

Screening Frequency

Daily/Weekly Ad-hoc Real-
time

Natural Person and
Organization Coverage

 Customers
 3rd Parties
 Investors
 Other
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Eliminate valuable hourswasted
clearing false positives
In addition to name, RISKSECURE supports additional parameters (optional) that
increases or decreases the relevance of a matched name and reduce false
positives

NameMatch (%)

Date of Birth
Nationality Countryof

Residence

Deceased
indicator

Other

FINAL MATCH PERCENTAGE DETERMINED
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Integrate real-time screening
into your existing compliance
screeningworkflows

Intelligent, developer-friendly screening Restful API’s seamlessly integrate with
your existing Customer and 3rd party onboarding and Due Diligence workflows.

API’s available
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What makes RISKSECURE’s screening technology superior?

 Matchingparameters and thresholds can
be adjusted via the RISKSECURE GUI

 20 years of R&D development in name
matching tech

 “fuzzy” matching based on detailed
similarity between names, not just the
number of words that match like other
vendors do. This algorithm accommodates
slight intentional or unintentional variations in
spelling (or characters/apostrophes)

 Word order taken into consideration

“Over the years we have worked
with a number of International
Banks and mobile network
operators to fine tune our
screening solution in order to
reduce false positives and to
actively increase productivity”

Screeningagainst your own
custom lists
Manually upload your own internal lists and RISKSECURE will
automatically screen them against your customer list and flag any
matches

 Various formats supported

 Setup matching formulas (contains, exact, starts with etc)

 Regular expressions supported

 Integrates with Alerting and Workflow modules to inform users of any matches

against a customer or investor record

 Supports matching against all Person and Entity types

 Assign a risk score to each list to inform the overall Customer Risk score
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ConfigurableWorkflow features
and capabilities
The Workflow monitor keeps full track of the status of suspicious transactions
identified as well as internal progresses made on investigations pertaining to
these transactions and actions and authorizations taken by the respective levels
of management.

Information can be logged into the diary by the click of a button available on
exception reports. This module acts as a timesaving factor and prevents
duplication of work.

The Online real-time Diary and Workflow monitor has a summary screen to
review all activities relating to AML.
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Single-ViewDashboard allows
users toviewcustomerKYC,
transaction screening history,
trends and peer groups

AdvancedCaseManagement
tool
TheCaseManager presents suspect accounts for analysts to review.Casesare
presented in order of importance as indicated by user-defined alert
prioritization,whichallows you to focusefficiently on themost important or
riskiest cases first.

Features:

 Single Click confirmation of suspicious alerts
 Automatically assigning triggered alerts into existing cases
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 Case Manager allows you to monitor case load for each user
 Assign cases based on complex criteria (queuing)
 Automated reporting
 Behavior reporter
 Use visual representations to assist in case evaluation
 Integrated email/SMS alerts
 Web Popup notifications for increased productivity and collaboration

SupervisorModule
Maker-checker or 4-eyes principal is one of the central principles of
authorization in RISKSECURE without slowing down your day-to-day
investigations

Fully automated record keeping
One of the benefits is RISKSECURE’s ability to automate the process of record-
keeping. Anaudit trail is automatically generated,with a detailed account of
everystep foreveryaction taken inRISKSECUREandmadeavailable in reports
for compliance tracking andaudit purposes.

RISKSECURE also maintains a record of which rules were run (including watchlist
screening), when they were run and the result whether there was a positive hit or
not.
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Powerful Dashboards
RISKSECURE v7 includes a very powerful active dashboard that automatically
refreshes data elements.

Report extraction and distribution means that anyone in an organization needs
to be able to produce reports quickly, to ensure the timely dissemination of
relevant AML information for decision support at every level of the organization.

CustomerRiskGrading/Scoring
(RBA)
Scalable, fully risk-based scoring engine
Risk attributes pertaining to the bank’s Products and services are identified and
monitored for each customer and Agent based on their vulnerably to money
laundering and terrorist financing in line with FATF guidelines.

Features
 Scores refreshed daily
 Weighted Scoring for each attribute based on importance in the determination of an

overall risk score
 Users can test the impact of scoring changes on the fly via the GUI
 Initial score calculated as soon as a customer/agent gets onboarded
 Scores are re-calculated daily based on changes to customer activity or KYC
 AMLRO’s can monitor the Risk trend for a single customer or the full customer database

over time
 List of Highest Risk Customers for ongoing monitoring
 Full management dashboard available
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AdverseMedia (NegativeNews)
andWatchlist Screening
Harness thepowerofAI to fast-trackyour adversemedia (NegativeNews)
research.

80%-90%of companies..
1. Still rely heavily on Google in their Adverse media research
2. Only screen briefly during onboarding and do not get alerted when the risk occurs

thereafter
3. Spend too much time reading through articles after a hit to determine risk level

and relevance
4. Grapple with false positives and unable to fine tune the screening using scores to

suite your unique business, risks and preferences
5. Have no RBA-risk-based, relevance filter to eliminate false positives
6. Have no oversite of total adverse media exposure across the company and

divisions via dashboards or reports
7. Have a false sense of comfort due to the slow frequency of updates to their lists

Dexploic intelligent automation eliminates these
problems
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